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I. Introduction  
 
Signed in 1945, the United Nations Charter established that there would be six main organs               

to the intergovernmental organization. The Security Council is one of these six main organs, and its                
primary responsibility is to maintain international peace and security. The Security Council is             
unique in the sense that not all countries are part of it. Instead, it is comprised by five permanent                   
members (The United States of America, Russia, France, China, and the United Kingdom), as well as                
temporary members who gain membership status through elections in the General Assembly            
(Encyclopedia of Espionage, Intelligence and Security). The exclusiveness of this organ also impacts             
the power each country has. While permanent members are able to veto resolutions they believe to                
be inadequate, temporary members are not able to do so (United Nations).  

In order to serve its function, the Security Council is in charge of recommending parties to                
deal with issues in a peaceful and diplomatic ways. Most of the time this is done by helping both                   
parties reach an agreement. Most times, the Security Council member countries debate topics             
before arranging agreements between countries, undertaking further investigations, dispatching         
missions, appointing special envoys, or requesting for the Secretary General’s advice. When            
disputes lead to hostility, it is the role of the council to try to bring an end to the issue as soon as                       
possible. The council might arrange for ceasefires to be made, or bring military aid to the protect                 
civilians from the conflict. However, the Security Council is not allowed to intervene if the               
intervention interferes with the country’s sovereignty (United Nations). 

Due to the role of this organ in the United Nations, The Rohingya Crisis is a topic debated                  
amongst countries in this council. The Rohingya are one of the many ethnic minorities of the                
predominantly country. Reaching one million, the Rohingya represent the largest percentage of            
Muslims in Myanmar with the majority living in the Rakhine State. Like many ethnic minorities               
throughout history, Rohingya in Myanmar are currently being persecuted by the government of             
Myanmar (BBC). Largely discriminated because of their Arab origins, unique language and culture,             
the government of Myanmar refuses to recognize them as citizens of the country. Their status of                
statelessness makes them a vulnerable group that, in the past few years, has had to escape their                 
country. Neighboring countries such as thailand and bangladesh are facing one of the biggest              
refugee crises due to the large numbers of people crossing their borders. While the government of                
Myanmar has not recognized the violations being made towards the Rohingya people, interviews at              
refugee camps show the atrocities being done towards this group of people. However recently, the               
UN was able to come to an agreement on the resettlement of Rohingyas into Myanmar.  
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II. History and Description of the Issue  
 

Definitions 
In order to understand this issue it is crucial to understand who the Rohingya are. The                

Rohingya are a majority muslim ethnic group, who have lived in Myanmar for centuries. According               
to Al Jazeera, there are about 1.1 million Rohingya in the Southeast Asian country (Al Jazeera).                
While they have lived in this country for a very long time, “they are not considered one of the                   
country's 135 official ethnic groups and have been denied citizenship in Myanmar since 1982” (Al               
Jazeera). Almost all of the Rohingya in Myanmar live Rakhine, West Myanmar. Even though Rakhine               
is one the poorest states in the country and many would like to leave, the government does not                  
allow them to leave the state without permission. 

Due to the issues that Rohingyas face because of citizenship, it is also important to               
understand the definitions of nationality, citizenship and statelessness. Nationality means, “the           
official right to belong to a particular country” (Cambridge). Having a nationality is gravely              
important is it awards human being’s access to other fundamental human rights. According to the               
International Justice Resource Center, “Possession of a nationality carries with it the diplomatic             
protection of the country of nationality and is also often a legal or practical requirement for the                 
exercise of fundamental rights”. Thus, some people might say that a nationality is the “right to have                 
rights” (IJRC). The right to a nationality is one of the Human Rights declared by the UN. However,                  
some people still struggle with not having the right to a nationality of their country of origin. This is                   
the case of Rohingya muslims who are now stateless as the government of Myanmar does not grant                 
them nationality not consider them citizens. Being stateless is not having neither the nationality nor               
citizenship of a country. At the same time the basic differences between citizenship and nationality               
are the following: 

1. Nationality is the status “arising arising out of the fact that a person is the origin of                 
a particular nation”, while citizenship is the political status obtained by meeting            
the legal requirements set by a government. 

2. The nationality is an ethnic or racial concept. On the other hand, citizenship is a               
legal or juristic concept. 

3. The nationality of a person indicates his/her place or country of birth, while the              
citizenship of a person shows where the person is registered as a citizen 

4. The nationality of a person cannot be changed. However, his citizenship can be             
changed or acquired.  

5. Nationality cannot be taken back, but citizenship can as it is obtained through             
legal requirements. 

Regardless of how simple it may seem, identifying and properly categorizing an event or              
issue as genocide is often a topic of controversy at the UN. Countries’ alliances, and political beliefs                 
often lead to controversy over recognizing whether the mass murder of is deemed to be called                
genocide. For instance, years after the event, the United States and Israel have still not recognized                
the Armenian Genocide (Bloomberg). This is part of the issue with addressing the Rohingya Crisis at                
an international level. At the same time, this shows the importance of understanding what the term                
genocide means in international law. The United Nations’ definition of Genocide is shown in figure               
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1.1. Additionally, according to research by Sofia Manekia (American University), there are            
several misconceptions that must be addressed regarding genocide. One of them is believing             
that genocide and homicide are intertwined. While homicide is the denial of the right to life of an                  
individual, genocide is the denial of the right of existence of entire human groups. Another               
misconception arises from the interchangeable use of genocide and ethnic cleansing when they are              
not synonymous terms. While ethnic cleansing intends to displace a population, genocide intends to              
destroy it.  
 

 
Figure 1.1 
United Nations’ definition of genocide. 

 
Origins and Causes 

Despite ethnic and religious differences the Rohingya community was recognized as an            
ethnic nationality of Burma. The Rohingya had some level of political participation and all rights in                
Burma until the 1962 coup d'état when military leaders established a totalitarian regime with              
“socialist principles”. The coup began due to political and ethnic tensions, along with Constitutional              
disputes. Since then, the Rohingya have struggled for government recognition and have been             
deprived of their basic political and human rights.  

In 1978, the military carried out the Operation King Dragon with the purpose of expelling               
the foreign citizens, the Rohingya, to Burma. Since then, the situation only escalated and in 1982 the                 
junta passed a new citizenship law recognizing 135 “national races” in Burma, but excluding the               
Rohingyas. Since then, the Burmese juntas and the successor governments refer to the Rohingya as               
“illegal immigrants”. In the 1990s there were more attempts to disregard the Rohingyas as Burmese               
citizens. Most notoriously was the 1991 persecution of the political opposition that eventually lead              
to the oppression of the Muslim population of northern Rakhine.  

More recently, the statelessness of these people had grasped international attention, and            
several prestigious universities around the world have lead reports on the situation. According to a               
2015 report by the International Human Rights Clinic at Yale Law School, the Rohingya were not                
included as part of the 135 ethnic groups belonging to Myanmar. However, they also discovered               
that the act, did allow those whose families had lived in Myanmar for at least two generations to                  
apply for identity cards. They research conducted by Yale University also explained the three levels               
of citizenship available in Myanmar and the requirements to obtain them. In order to obtain the                
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most basic level (naturalised citizenship), proof that the person's family lived in Myanmar             
before 1948 was needed, as well as fluency in one of the national languages. Most recently, in                 
2018, the Burmese government an agreement as a way to show that they are granting               
citizenship to minorities. While The United Nations has celebrated this as a major first step to                
secure the safety of the Rohingya in Burma, no outsiders are able to verify the claims as the                  
agreement has been kept unusually secret. The three parties that signed the memorandum of              
understanding are the U.N. refugee agency, the U.N. Development Program, and the Burmese             
government. They have declined to make the text of the agreement available to those who have                
asked to see it, including journalists, and other U.N. officials. Many are urging for the text be                 
released.  
 

III. International Response and Bloc Analysis  
 
The UN Security Council was briefed on the ongoing refugee crisis on the 28th of May 2015,                 

no actions were taken. However, as the issue has escalated in most recent years, it has has been                  
heavily discussed in the Security Council. When discussion on this topic has taken place, the main                
challenge finding a solution is the different views of countries like Russia, the United States of                
America and China. While the USA strongly condemns the human rights violations happening in              
Myanmar, Russia still has not recognized the atrocities committed against the Rohingya Muslims.             
Finally, a proposal by the UK to trial those responsible for the atrocities against the Rohingya has                 
been resisted by the Chinese government as it is supportive of the current Burmese junta.  

UN leaders such as Zeid Ra'ad Al Hussein, High Commissioner for Human Rights, and Ms.               
Yanghee Lee, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar have constantly              
voiced their opinion on the issue. Zeid Ra'ad Al Hussein declared in September of 2017 that “the                 
situation seems a textbook example of ethnic cleansing”, while Ms. Yanghee Lee reported that she               
being committed in Myanmar have many if not all the characteristics of genocide.  

Despite being unable to have any effect on Burmese politics regarding the Rohingya, UN              
agencies such as the UNHCR (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) are working on              
protecting this group of displaced people in neighboring countries. Around 200,000 to 800,000             
Rohingya are under the care of the UNHCR living as refugees in other countries, mostly in                
Bangladesh. The agency also rejected a plan proposed by Myanmar in 2012 to resettle the entire                
Rohingya population abroad. Additionally, ten UNHCR workers were detained in Myanmar in June             
2012 for “inciting riots” (Gwen). Finally, the agency issued resolution A/HRC/29/L.30 calling for a              
review of citizenship issues for minorities Myanmar and condemning violence against Rohingya            
muslims (Human). 

 

Relevant Non Governmental Organization: 
 
World Food Program: The WFP supplies food to more than 85,000 people in the state of Rakhine                 
(ongoing) as well as to those in IDP camps and refugee camps outside the country. 
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IV. Committee Mission  
 
The atrocities committed towards minorities in Myanmar need to stop. The mission of             

this committee is to find a possible solution to the violation of Human Rights in Myanmar and the                  
problems this issue has created, such as mass migration. Several possible solutions, as proposed by               
Amparo Nieto (Drexel University) include reparation, local integration, resettlement and policy           
change.  

In January of 2018, the Bangladesh government agreed to send refugees back to Myanmar              
where they would be received at temporary reception centers supposedly safe for them. This              
proposal was agreed upon by the governments of Myanmar and Bangladesh. The second proposal is               
“a complex and gradual process with legal, economic, social and cultural dimensions. It imposes              
considerable demands on both the individual and the receiving society. In many cases, acquiring the               
nationality of the country of asylum is the culmination of this process.” This would mean that the                 
Rohingya would have to stay in Bangladesh. However, it is an unlikely solution due to the                
overpopulation issues being faced in Myanmar. Resettlement is another possible solution to the             
issue. Resettlement is a process when move form country where they are given asylum to a country                 
that has agreed to give them protection. A final solution is to change the citizenship law and include                  
within their 135 ethnics the Rohingya people. However, this change would have to be accompanied               
by campaigns to accept minorities in the country. 
 

V. Annotated links for further research  
 

A. These links have information on the duties and boundaries of the Security council: 
1.  http://www.un.org/en/sc/about/ 
2. https://www.encyclopedia.com/social-sciences-and-law/political-science-a

nd-government/united-nations/united-nations-security  
B. These links have definitions debate’s vernacular: 

1. https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/nationality  
2. https://ijrcenter.org/thematic-research-guides/nationality-citizenship/  

C. These links show new stories to keep up to date with the issue: 
1. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-41566561 
2. https://www.aljazeera.com/topics/country/myanmar.html  
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